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Essay

You are nobody. You are born out of nobodiness with no name, no form. You will die as a nobody. Name and form are just on the surface; deep down you are just a vast space. And it is beautiful.  

OSHO

Let’s start with an experiment: watching your hand you are aware that your hand exists in space. When closing your eyes you can see imagine of your hand in your inner space. Material hand and imaginary hand are both experienced by the same entity which in physics we call “The Observer”. Observer is aware of all material objects in physical space and is aware of all mental objects in inner space. He is also aware of existence of material space and inner space in which these objects exist. These experimental facts are the basis for ontological hierarchy of the universe: Observer has origin in inner space which is ontologically primary to the outer physical space. In India this inner space is called “shunyata” which in the West is translated as “emptiness” or “absolute void”. This absolute void corresponds in physics to the term “empty space”. Observer which has origin in absolute void communicates with organism via bio-photons. This phenomenon is today well known. Bio-photons play essential role in information transfer which happens in microtubules of the brain. Bio-photons are waves of quantum vacuum which gives origin to physical space.

Quantum vacuum is also called in today physics “super fluid medium”. It is old concept of “ether” brought back in physics. Michelson-Morley experiment on ether existence has given null result. But the preposition namely that earth moves in a still ether was wrong. Earth and all stellar objects motion causes also that the area of quantum vacuum around stellar objects is moving with the object. This is why MM experiment has given null result.

Absolute void is nonlocal and permits entire universe. Mathematical laws which govern universe and life have origin in Mathematical universe which is also nonlocal and permits entire universe. Absolute void and mathematical universe are not made out of energy which we know in today physics. They are types of energy we do not fully understand and today physics cannot grasp fully with classical empiric methodology. Trivalent logic allow existence of phenomena which are not energy (A), are not matter (B) they are something else (C). Absolute void and mathematical universe belongs to (C).

Absolute void is timeless. There is no trace of time in absolute void. Time enters in existence in mathematical universe as a numerical order of changes. This is so called “fundamental time”. In the universe material events which run in quantum vacuum are certain sequence (X1, X2, X3.....) which is time. In quantum vacuum is always NOW. Quantum
vacuum is local phenomenon, its energy density generates inertial mass and gravitational mass. Time is “duration” enters existence when observer measures numerical order of changes. This is so called “emergent time”. Without measurement of the observer there is no duration, changes X1, X2, X3......run in quantum vacuum where I always NOW.

You can fully become aware of the observer’s origin by regularly practising awareness that all phenomena you experience have origin in an empty space. With regular practice you will finally gain awareness you are the space yourself.
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